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RICHMOND. VA

IN THE MATTER OF: District Judge M. Hannah Lauck

ROBERT D.STEELE #: 3:17-cv-00601-MHL

vs.

JASON GOODMAN

STATEMENT IN RESPONSE TO
"DEFENDANT'S OPPOSITION TO THE
MOTION TO INTERVENE" BY NON-PARTY

STATEMENT IN RESPONSE TO "DEFENDANTS OPPOSITION TO THE MOTION TO
INTERVENE"

On this day. Tuesday, March 12.2019.1, Steven Outtrim (a non-party), of the address 90

FranWin Rd, Auckland 1011 New Zealand declare that the following statement is true and

correct under penalty of perjuiy.

I am making this statement in response to allegations Defendant Jason Goodman has made about

me in a pleading that appears as document no. 78 in the court's record. Specifically Defendant

has stated in document no. 78:

•  that I am a co-conspirator in a plot against him.

•  that I am a participant in a Ponzi scheme using the Steemit.com bloggmg site, and

•  that I am involved with money laundering

These allegations are completely untrue and Mr. Goodman has provided no evidence to support

them.
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I am a retired biisin^^an from New Zealand. I have started two (2) technoiogyr companies
which were publicly lls^ied via Initial Public Offerings (IPGs) and two (2) other businesses which

■  1were acquired in trade sales. 1 created applications software which was named by WIRED

magazine as the #3 most downloaded software on the Internet in 1997. See Exhibit A, Steve

Outtnm Wikipedia Page; Exhibit B, Steve Outtrim Linkedin profile. I have lived and worked in

California under HI and E2 visas since 2004, and have resided in New Zealand since July 2017.

I first became aware of Mr. Goodman when he interviewed YouTube presenter George Webb in

May 2017. See Exhibit C, George Webb/Jason Goodman interview. Mr. Webb was known to me

as a promoter of'Take News" from Russian disinformation web sites like whatdoesitmean.com.

Within two (2) weeks of their first televised meeting, Mr. Goodman and Mr. Webb used their live

streaming audience to shut down the Port of Charleston with a fake "dirty bomb" hoax. See

Exhibit D, "Clear and Present Danger" YouTube show. I was watching the stream live and tried

to comment in the chat that "dirty bombs" cannot be made from Uranium (see Exhibit E,

Wikipedia page for Dirty Bomb); however, my messages were deleted.

When Mr. Goodman and his apparent "accomplice" Korey Atkins aka "Quinn Michaels"

presented a YouTube show about a secret underground city beneath the site of the festival

known as "Burning Man" (see Reno, Nevada), it was claimed by the two that the weight of all the

people on the planet was causing the earth's rotation to slow down, and 1 wrote a post

debunking their claims at the steemitcom web site.

https:/ /steemitcom /truth / @steveouttrim /short-bus-phvsics-with-quinn-and-i-go

(Reproduced in Exhibit F)

This post received 13 positive votes, earning $1.48. (See Exhibit G)
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Two of the votes were from others named as "co-conspirators" by Jason Goodman in court

document no. 78: "frankbacon" [lyroan Simpson) and "defango" (Manuel Chavez III). I have

never met either of these people, and both of them have made multiple public statements

disparaging me. The suggestion that 1 would join a criminal conspiracy with my most vocal

critics is preposterous, and 1 deny it emphatically.

The opinions expressed in this blog post were my own. 1 was not asked to write it or alter it by

any person and was not paid money to write it. The nature of the Steenut software, which Mr.

Goodman fails to understand despite his claims to have done significant research into the

technology, is that "Steem Dollars" are allocated to the people who like a post The $1.48 of

Steem Dollars generated by the post came after it was published from the votes of people who

enjoyed reading it something entirely out of my control.

In December 2018,1 interviewed a former collaborator of Jason Goodman on my podcast

(Exhibit H - Queen Tut Spills the Beans). Susan Lutzke aka Queen Tut has been named as a co-

defendant in this lawsuit and has also been named as a co-conspirator by Defendant Goodman

(doc. no. 78). She appeared on dozens of shows on Jason Goodman's channel and contributed

research to him. During this interview (Exhibit H), she disclosed that Jason Goodman's source

"Deep Uranium" aka Rock Hudson" aka "Mr Hudson" was actually an FBI informant/provocateur

named Okey Marshall Richards, Jr. He was working in close collaboration with Jason Goodman

and his accomplice George Webb Sweigert in their "Clear and Present Danger* disinformation

operation to shut down the Port of Charleston.

Queen Tut further revealed connections between Mr. Goodman and Aerocine, a corporation that

listed Mr. Goodman as the CEO. Aerocine flew advanced imageiy drones over the Chernobyl
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nuclear site near Kiev, Ukraine, a couple of weeks before the Maidan Revolution broke out there.

See Exhibit! (Goodman CEO of Aerodne), Exhibit) (Goodman presentation on Ukraine drone

flight as CEO of Aerocine, two (2) weeks after Maidan Revolution). Mr. Goodman was married to

a Ukrainian and appears to speak fluent Russian (Exhibit IQ.

The involvement of Russians and Ukrainians on social media channels in "active measures"

disinformation operations, smear campaigns, gang-stalking, and cyber-attacks is of great

concern to me. The large number of former CIA FBI, and militaiy intelligence guests on Mr.

Goodman's channel all tell similar stories that are highly critical of the United States

government Mr. Goodman has promoted content such as how to modify household appliances

to create directed energy weapons (Exhibit L), which are considered Weapons of Mass

Destruction by the U.S. Department of Defense (Exhibit M)

Finally, 1 would like to bring to the Court's attention a demonstrably false claim made by Mr

Goodman (doc no. 78). He said "Defendant Goodman is not and has never been associated in

any way with Mossad, Aman Milchan or the film director and accused rapist Singer". This is

disproven by Defendant's own corporate web site, which promoted his association with Singer

(Exhibit N).

I am one of the pioneers of the World Wide Web and have seen many things happen on the

Internet over the last 25 years. Shutting down the 8^ busiest port in the nation with a crowd-

sourced swarm attack (Port of Charleston) based on easily debunkable fake news is very

alarming, and highlights the vulnerabilities of critical infrastructure to future attacks.

1 emphatically deny all of Jason Goodman's claims about me (doc. no. 78), and would be happy to

provide the Court with further information upon request
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Yours truly.

Steve Outtrim

I hereby certify (under the penalties of perjury) that the following attached exhibits are true and

correct copies of the appropriate screen shots.

Copies forwarded to the following:

CLERK OF COURT

United States District Court
Eastern District of Virginia
701E Broad St

Richmond, VA 23219 .
USA
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Exhibit A - Steve Outtrim Wikipedia Page

https://en.wikipedia.org/wild/Steve Qutirim

Steve Outtrim
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
(Redirected from Steve outtrimt
Jump to nayiaationJump to search

Steve Outtrim

Born 1973

Edncadon Victoria University ofWellington

Occupation Entrepreneur

former CEO of Sausage Software

Years active 1995 - current

Known for Pioneer / entrepreneur of Sausage software

Website www.llnkedin.com/in/stiRveouHTim

® ̂  his success in the eariy
aS^dSliWe ^ Sausage Software and its flagship product, the HotPoo Web Editor. He has
of m company Urbanise^ and environment soiutlons company ekoLiving and is the former owner
boi^iiS?® rS'shett?rL!^^^^ blockchain consulting firm zMint.co and joined the advisory
Man cSture ̂  SheltercoinS He is the editor and mam wnter of Burners.me. a website that discusses Burning

Contents

1 Early life and education

2First business success

3Dct-ccm pioneer
4Current activities

SReferences

Early life and educationrediti

New Zealand in 1973 and graduated from Weiiinoton Cnlteoa /New high school in989. By 1992 he had completed a Bachelor of Commerce and Administration (BOA), from Victoria University of Wniiinoton

First business successiedit]

w? development, graphics had only iust come tothe World Wide Web. with Marc Andreessen's breakthrough NCSA Mosaic, which later became Netscape There were very
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few pages with Images, and not much search capability. Yahoo was just a list of interesting content, before it was a search
engine.

Outtrim wanted to make a Web page and put up a picture of himself and He dSded
usino HoTMetaL and Web Edit but was frustrated when both programs crashed with the blue screen of
he could do a better job himself. He built HotDoa. an HTML Authoring tool using
a word processor, with a WYSIWYG interface, an auto-save feature and other features designed to ^
sites with many pages. Steve incorporated easy to use. context sensitive help which the competing programs lacked.
He created his own suoerdistribution system using cryptography and the Windows R^istry. TOs ®^ted ttie ̂
model of Sausage Software, which was to give away something of value for free, but time imit its use ®
•Free/Pro" distribution model was known as Shareware, and was employed by many srnall ®®J«®;;®
and Bulletin Board Systems fBBS). However very few of them used s^histicated techniquesto enforce the 30-day tim
limit, or electronic direct marketing to convert users from the free version to the paid version.
Sausage Software grew rapidly despite competition from major software houses such as MiCTOSOft. Ado^g
Svstems. Symantec and IBM.*^ In 1997 Wired magazine rated HotDog the No. 3 most popular program on the Internet,
after Netscape (browser) and Eudora (mail client).®

Dot-com pioneerrediti

Outtrim was one of the first people to create a successful global e-commerce business on the f
a fully automated business, open 24/7 in every country in the world and with no staff or inventory ^ '"^® ® ®®'®-
Steve employed software developers and customer support staff, who used Je internet j
suggestions into the product and release them back to the user community. Within a month of J'®
more than 200 different countries. The customers would get the program for free, use it for
keep using it. provide their credit card details to a secure web server, and receive an email with a 16-digit^sing code.
This code was locked to the user name and email address using a cryptographic hash, to discourage pi tq/.
Outtrim took Software public on the Australian Stock Exchange in October 1996. This made
of a public company in Australia. In 2000 he left the company when it merged with SMS '^®"®3®"'®[J
consulting firm.iJS He reportedly made A$51 million from the company after selling off large parts °J '^'®^®[®
com aash."^ Outtrim was an early promoter of Java technology from Sun Microsystems, creating the first Java applets to
be sold over the Internetiisi and the first Java micropayments system.*-®

Current activitiesfeditl —

Outtrim left Sausage Software in an executive role in 1999 and departed from the board of directors in 2000.L3
Since then he has been involved in a number of start-up companies, most notably as.

•  Former owner of Aussie Bodies, which was acquired by Healtheries in 2004.*®
•  Founder of software company Majitek. which closed a Series B investment with Osot Systems in February 2009*-* and

opened an office in Dubai.^
•  Founder and owner of ekoUving which spedaiises in environmental technology solutions using

and networks. ekoLiving is a pioneer in the emerging field of Smart Environments, which is sometimes referred to
as pervasive oomoutina or Ubiquitous computing.''^*"

•  He created an "energy group" (named eKoSchooi) at his former school. Wellington College. The aim of this group is to
find ways of reducing energy usage.

In 2014. Majitek changed its name to Urbanise.com and listed on the Australian Stock Ex(J®"g®^®^ ^
technology is being used in the worid's 4 tallest buildings. Outtrim stepped down from the Board before the IPO.
In 2017. Steve Outtrim founded zMint to help companies get on the blockchain.*^
Outtrim is a supporter of the Internet Party as of 2017,*®

Referencesfediti —

1. A Australian Financial Review Sep 2014 "How Small Tech Oomoanv Urbanise T apped Big Asian Money"
2. A Bitcoin.com Jan 2018 ".qP-Token ICQ Etherical Invests in Factory 4.0
3. A Sheltercoin web site

4. A Bumers.Me Dec 2014 "What's In A Name"
5. A Borland Delphi Nevws "Sausage dumps 'unstable' Visual Basic, adopts Delphi''
6. A Smart Computing. October 1997 Editorial.
7. A iTWire Mar 2008 Be the Next Bio Thing in open sourceArchived 22 November 2008 at the Wayback

Machine
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8. * Computerworld Oct 1997 HotDog still sizzles. Snaalets off menu savs Sausage Man Archived 28
September 2011 at the Wavback Machine

9. * Wired magazine 5.05 May 1997 Hot Links
10. * Atari SIG historical archive Five Davs at Computer = $7.5 Mil
11.* Wired magazine issue 8.07 Melbourne one of 46 global Venture napitaig
12. * Sydney Morning Herald April 1996 IRC chat with Steve Outtrim
13. * Sausage Software and SMS merger 7nMet

14. * ARNNet Agnes King 3 July 2000 The Sausage maker iumos from barbie to pool
15. * Business Week May 1996 Java's Cup Runneth Over
16. * xent.com May 97 eVend
17. * Computerworld 2000 Sausage Founder Cashes in his Chios
18. * The Age 2003 Outtrim Puts His Mmev Where His Mouth Is
19. ̂ Computerworld 2009 Cisco taps Australian expertise for global venture Archived 19 March 2009 at

the Wavback Machine

20. * ITWire 2009 Majitek opens Middle East base. aPDoints new CEO Archived 11 Februarv Pnoo at
the Wavback Machine '

21. * Business Review Weekly 2014 Sausage machine: How former 'dotcom darlings' oulled off Urbanise IPO
22. * Stuff.co.nz Dec 2017 "Demystifying Blockchain" ^ '
23. * Steve Outtrim. "Because it's tQdav, / can tell vou that I voted for (SUnternetPartvNZ. Love their

MntiSovBill a oartv with vision". ^
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Exhibit B - Steve Outtrim Linkedin Profile
https://www.linkedin.com/in/steveouttrim/

Contact

£!sve;0!ODt;oli^^ing.cOiH

'.■.".■A'.', linkedin.com/in/steveoutlrim

t Linked IriJ
'■.■A7.coltstaffing.com (C.o:iipany)

v.A-A'.'.majitek.corn iOiris;)
vA'.'v.'.reallocats.org lOi'nsr)

Top Skills
E-cotitnioico

L/il&iCil Thinking
POlJ^il^ioncC;

Steve Outtrim
Chairman at zMint Group
Auckland, New .Zealand

Summary

1993 moved to Australia ftom Wellington, New Zealand
1995 founded Sausage Software
1995 wrote HotDog, easy way to make web sites
1996 took Sausage Software public: youngest CEO of a public
company In Australian history
1997 HotDog named #3 most popular program on the Internet by
Wired Magazine
1999 Intel, Telstra, St George Invest In Sausage Software
1999 founded private equity company Pagan Investments, triple-
bottom line focus

2000 sold most of stake in Sausage Software
2000 founded Majltek
2001 purchased Aussie Bodies; Director
2004 sold most of Aussie Bodies
2004-2006 director, Majltek US
2006 founded ekoLivlng.com, Greater Springfield Digital Edge
Corporation Pty Ltd
2007 sold remaining stake In Aussie Bodies
2007 founded Majltek Middle East
2009 Cisco Invests in Majltek, "intelligent Urbanization"
2010 investments in Grid-Net, Nukotoys, RedTXT, Festquest
2010 joined advisory board, MaestroConference
2011 Majitek and Emiill (UAE) form partnership
2011 Ibunding board memberofcharityReallocate.org
2011 Entrepreneur In residence, Colt Group
2011 joined advisory board, ShopClty.com
2012 started painting containers: ekDVillages.com
2012 Investment Socure
2012 started real estate development, Costa Rica: investment In
Puerta La Vida

2013 first containers deployed. Treasure Island
2013 shipping containers sent to [freespacej; commendation Irom
Mayor, SF Chronicle
2013 shipping containers donated to Reallocate, Learning Shelter

Pago 1 of 6
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2013 investments, Zoom Systems, Startup House, IMaxSec
(Australia)

2014 Majitek renamed Urbanise.com, iPO in Austraiia announced.
2014 Buij Khali^ and 3 next tallest residentiai buildings run
Urbanise; 100+ si^scrapers

2014 Stepped down from Urbanise board

2014 September 22: UBN iPO. 40% first day pop beats All Baba
(38%)

2013-2017 shadow history research project
2017 Investment in Presearch.io

2017 Moved to Auckland, New Zealand to start zMint
2017 Advisory Board SHELTERCOIN, Etherical
2018 Advisory Team NewYotkCoin

Experience

zMint Group
Chairman

July 2017 - Present

Auckland. New Zealand; Tallinn, Estonia

zMint UmHed provides eoffcivare design and consulting for decentralized
appBcation development blodcchain, distributed ledger, crypto, digifai totoens.
zMint Group OO is a govemment-iicensed cryptocurrency wallet and exctiange
operator.

New York Coin

Member Of The Advisory Team
July 2018 - Present
Gredtoi fvt:;'.'.' Yoik CiJy Afon

New York Coin (NYC) launched on March 6th, 2014. Original developer
disappeared at launch and is sGU unknown to this date. NYC is a Ihk launch
cryptocunoncy with no pre-mine. NYC is completely open-souica code with
searchable block explorers. NYC enables a free worldwide network with
lightning tost transactions. Aworidwide group of dedicated miners ttave kept
the NYC I

years.

In January 2018, NYC finally got noticed. Aworidwide, decentralized group
of developers joined the NYC Community and Iregan updating the aging
code, nodes and wallets. NYC has tiegun attracfing high-calitier tech talent

PageZofS
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from Fortune 1C0 Companies recenVy. After nearly 4 years of sbgnant
development. Ihe NYC Devs have oompleted core wallet updates, updated
nodes, developed Electrum NYC wallets and ate cunenlly in frie process of
implementing a fijrk to update nelwork security (protect against 51 % attacks)
and begin blod< reward halving. The future is bright for NYC.

NYC is a basic money transfer system. No frills, no whitepaper, just the basics
Itiat Bitcoin and LItecoin offer. Worldwide, anonymous transfer of fends.
NYC just does It faster and does it dteaper. NYC is lightning fast - test Hi
Unconfirmed transactions worldwide in 1-2 seconds. Confirmations every 30
seconds since 2014. And Iftere are no fees to send fends. Zero fees. NYC
offers FREE, fightning-fast worldwide money transfer. NYC is actually usable
at tire relafi level. Bitcain is not feasible for time-sensitive daSy consumer
purchases. NYC Is simply a more usable version of Bitcoin.

Etherical ZEA

Founder

November 2017 - Present

Estonici, Aucklanc

Based on the ageless Investment philosophy of Buy Ltwv. Sell High. Etherical
pools lidtens from a decenlralizod community to exchange for brand new and
up-and-coming tokens. Efoerical operates mulfiple portfolios, and pays out
ZEA to proof of slake ERC20 waBat holders. Etherical Alpha portolio pays

quarter the portfolio grows more than 10%. EthericaTs Token Generation Event
Is being processed by zMInt Group OO. a government-licensed cryptocunency
exchange. +60% bonus befrne public sale begins on Sep 23.2018. For
citizens of the United Slates. New Zealand and Estonia, participalion in
Etherical Is available by appllcafion to professional investors and corporatbns
only.

SHELTERCOIN Foundation MTO
Founding Member
March 2018 - Present

Tallinn, Estonm

SHLT - SHELTERCOIN is the token for mtemalional rescue and disaster
response.

Pago 3 of 6
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We have all seen how a centralized, bureaucratic approach to (fisaster relief

results in a tiny ftacGon of tiie money raised from tiie public actually going to
the people in need. We Ireliwe fiiere is a better way.

Uri>anise (Majitsk. Myretsu, Pagan Labs)
Founder

April 2014 - October 2017 0 years 7 months)

Majitek renamed Urt>anise.

all running Urlranlse's platfonn.

The 4 largest residential Iniildings in the world are

Urbanise named 4th fastest growing company in 2015 Oeloitta Fast 50

Reallocate.oFg
Director

June 2011 - Decemlier 2016 (5 years 7 months)

reallocate is a non-profit organization that leverages a volunteer network of
high-level technotogists, designets. and innovative thinkers to hoTistically work
real-world problems.

reallocate gives experts the structure and means to idenliiy and gddmffl
issues faced In deveh^ing areas in disenfranchised parts of the world.

reallocate is capable of assessing a wide range of problems and executing
uinovative and

teams of

world class talent, and giving them the requisitB resources through strategic
partnerships and funding.

ekoLhring

Founder and Chairman

April 2006 - December 2013 (7 years 9 months)
S.in Franciaco Bay Area

Modular, mobile, temporary solutions for housing, office space, emergency
relief shetter.

Up-cyded shipping containers. ekoVillages are environmenblly friendly and
can be deploysd worldwide. Builditig automation, security, systems intsgration,
Internet of Things.

We create smart environments.

Coit Group
Entrepreneur in Residence

Pase4of6
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July 2011 - June 2013 (2 yeare)
1 oompantes

into ffli«itainahla businesses. Wo add value witti strategy, networks,

experience, infiastiucture, and best practice ntelhcdotogles. We mentor
entrepraneure and help a small company operate like theyre bigger and more
establislied. Wo accelerate your company's growvth and help to hind It Biroiigh
our network of angel and early stage investors.

ekoUving

Cttairman and Founder
April 2006 • June 2011 (5 years 3 months)

Smart Buildings, Smart Cilles, Smart Facilities. Specialising in largeecale
property developments and asmsted living toctlilies.

We offer Smart Home technology packages that enhance Environmenlal
EfGciency, Convenierrce, Security, Entorlainment, and Lighting systems.

ekoLlvlng's packages are designed for multi-unit, large-scale, "Smart CIV
and "Smart Apartmenf deiralopments. Specific solutions are also available for
Aged Care (Asslstlve Living Tectuiology), Luxury Villas, campuses, and high-
security fedEtles.

ekoLlvIng uses globally proven technology like Java, Maptek, LONWorks,
eKey, Palladine, Eleglne.

Combined with Majiteksworld-dass software for Digital Service Providers,

FTTP doesn't make a city smart neither do a bunch of smart meters. A buly
smalt city requires an integrated network of smart buildings and devices -
ekoLivIng offers a future-proof, open etandards-based solution.

Sausage Software

CEO

1995-2000 (6 years)

Founded 95, took public 96: youngest public company CEO at 23, prewous
record held by Rupert Murdoch since 1950's.

Sausage made Web tools. Most successful productHotDog, HTML authoring
nrade It easy to create Web pages.

PageSof6
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In 1996 Wired Magazine rated HotOog the #3 most popular program on the

Internet, after Netscape Navigator (early browser) and Eudora (email).

Sausage Software was early pioneer of Java tedvralogy, creating first

commercial Java applet (Egor Animator), and tfie first network t>ased e-

commerce miciopayment system (eVend).

At its peak Sausage Software tiad more than 3 million customers In over 200

countries, with a market cap of $1.7 billion, and 1200*- employees.

IPO investcMS bought at 76c, shares hit $8.20. Significant investment was
made in Sausage Software by Telstra, Intel and St George Bank.

Steve left as CEO in 1999, and the lx>ard In 2000, deliveting returns in excess
of300% in < 3 years for shareholders. The company merged with SMX.

inland Revenue NZ

Systems Programmer
1990-1992 (3 years)

Education

Victoria University of Wellington
BOA, management,consetvation,organisafional behaviour • (1990 -1992)

PagaSofS
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Exhibit C, George Webb/Jason Goodman interview May 18 2017

https: //www.youtube.com/watch?v=RbrSpmfhEgU

<- G O i https://v<ww.»outube.eoiii/wflch?v=Rbr3pmlhEgU
✩  <9

Crowdsource the Tnith Interviews George Webb Interview 02 - Part 1

35,752 views |& IK #"26 >* SHARE SAVE

Jason Goodman
Publisbed cn 30 May 2017

suppon Itiis movenKnt become a sponsor of Crowdsource the Tiutti

http://paypal.me/crowdsourcethclnith

WHh Hillar/s tiencrunen ckistfH) In on all aides, Georno and I liave temporaWir spW up » do douMe
duty. BrooWyneomedionJohnnyBlsontliewaylottelpGeorBesidestepSEUIgoonaattbe
Brooklyn Marrton and Georse has insisted titat I upload our second Interview ASAP. Weorein
"damn the torpedoes' mode so the video is incomplete, but lets call thij Part 1. This was originally
recorded on May 18. and lead directly to me joining the investigation full time, tts been a busy two
vreeks and i have not been able to complete post production, so pleaae refrain from any comments

that pertain to tedmicai shortcontings.

•Oegai Disciaimer Sponsorship of Crowdsource the Tnith is made at the sponsor's sole discrebon.
Sponsorship funds are not tax-deductible, are nortrelundaWe. and de not represent any ownershiR
equity interest or dedsicrMnaldng authority in the orgsniaation.

StIBSCRIBEO 80K
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Exhibit D - Clear and Present Danger (Calm Before The Storm?! #maerskmemphis YouTube
Episode 14 Jun 2017

https: //www.voutuhe.com /watrh?v=ekr5cw2WAhl I

Clear and Present Danger (Calm Before the Storm?)
#maerskmemphls
Jason Goodman • 80,i69 subscribers 72K views • Streamed 1 year ago ■

Support this movement become a sponsor of Crowdsource the Truth
http;//paypal.me/crowdsourcethetruth or join us on Patreon...

<- C O a hUPs7/www.ywitube.coni/watch7v=ekr5cw2WAbU

=  clear and present danger maetskmemphts

72,205 views
t> • |& 770 196 A SHARE

Jason Goodman
Streamed live on 14 Jun 2017

Support this movemcm, become a sponsor of Crowdsource the Truth

httpV/paypalme/crowdsourcethetruth

or join us on Patreon • https V/www.patrcon. com/usor

George receives startUng Entel from "Deep Uranium* indicating a strong possdNlity of Clear and
Present Danger due to Hlidt ntdtobgicaT material on board the Maersit MempNs.

If you havCTfi seen this, watch the Crowdsouioe oommunlty spring Into adlon to ttleit tlie USCG of
this serious threat. Moltlplenialoatreamnewsstoflesaswellaaolhwrirsthandreportssincelim
event have revealed the extent of depleted uanhim prelferatlcn we face today.

This Is the video the hleted off the ROS / OF/ HA.C.K. Goodman / CNN / wnmes fueled
Ofakencvra nonsense about a dlftir bomb Hoax*. Threats are real oeummuna threats Is our duty.

SUBSCRIBED 80K %
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Exhibit E Wikipedia Page for Dirty Bomb

https: //en.wiklpedla.org/wiki/Dirty_bomb

Dirty bomb
From WiWpedia, the free encyclopedia
Jump to navlgationJump to search
For other uses, see Dirty bomb (disambiguation).
Not to be confused with Salted bomb.

Terrorism

•  Definitions

•  History

•  Incidents

By ideology[show]

Structurefshow]

•  Methods

•  Tactics

[show]

Terrorist groups[showl

Adherents[show]

Response to terrorisni[show]

A dirty bomb or radiological dispersal device (RDD) Is a speculative radiological weapon ttiat combing radioactive
material with conventional explosives. The purpose of the weapon Is to contaminate the ar^ ̂ound ̂ e dispersal
agent/conventional explosion witti radioactive material, serving primarily as an area denial device against avilians. It is.
however, not to be confused with a nuclear explosion, such as a fission bomb, which by relying nuclear energy
produces blast effects far in excess of what is achievable by the use of conventional explosives.
Though an RDD would be designed to disperse radioactive material over a large area, a bomb that us^ conventional
explosives and produces a blast wave would be far more lethal to people than the hazard posed by radi(»ctive material that
may be mixed with the explosive.'" At levels created from probable sources, not enough radiation would be pr^ent to cause
severe illness or deatti. A test explosion and subsequent calculations done by the United Statre Depa^ent of
Energy found that assuming nothing Is done to clean up the aff^d area and everyone stays in the affected
year, the radiation exposure would be "fairly high" but not fatal."^ Recent analysis of the nud^r fallout from the Ch^ob^
disaster confirms this, showing that the effect on many people in the surrounding area, although not those in proximity, was
almost negligible.'^

Since a dirty bomb is unlikely to cause many deaths by radiation exposure, many do not consider this to be a weapon of
mass destruction.'^ Its purpose would presumably be to create psychological, not physical, harm through ignorance, inass
panic and terror. For this reason dirty bombs are sometimes called "weapons of mass disruption". Additionally, r^tainment
and decontamination of thousands of victims, as well as decontamination of the affected area might require considerable
time and expense, rendering areas partly unusable and causing economic damage.
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Dirty bombs and terrorismfediti
Further information: Nuciear terrorism

reo^ISnlhl increased immensely, which has been frequently
SS is -JirLr-SLi 7 by the u.s. Department of Defense's definition.Of unlawful violence or threat of unlawful violence to inculcate fear; intended to coerce or to

SSi- ra Th«'"®h soaeties in the pursuit of goals that are generally political, religious, or ideological
jSolTOd^he ^®^" two cases of caesium-containing bombs, and neither was detonated. Both

J? ? u ̂  attempt of radiological terror was carried out in November 1995 by a group of Chechen
rSTSJd me explosives at the Izmaylovsky Park in Moscow. A Chechen rebelleader alerted the media, the bomb was never activated, and the incident amounted to a mere publicity stunt."^

s^nd attempt was announced by the Chechen Security Service, who discovered a container filled
Si to an explosive mine. The bomb was hidden near a railway line in the suburban
mvrfvlSra hSnS! th ®® 1 capital of Grozny. The same Chechen separatist group was suspected to be
ha«5 T ® bombing attack, it is hard to assess whether the actual risk of such an event

I  following discussions on implications, effects and probability of an attack, as well as
swSriS planning such, are based mainly on statistics, qualified guessing and a few comparable
Effect of a dirty bomb explosion[edit]

mi Of a dirty bomb attack, there are two main areas to be addressed: (i) the civilian impactnot only d^lmg with immediate casualties and long term health issues, but also the psychological effect and then (ii) the '

®  detonation, it is considered difficult to predict the impact. Severalanalyses have predicted that RDDs will neither sicken nor kill many people.""

Accidents witfi radioactives[eclit]
The effects of uncontrolled radioactive contamination have been reported several times.
See aiso: Usts of nuciear disasters and radioactive incidents

h  radiological accident occurring in GoiSnia. Brazil, between September 1987 and March 1988: Two metalscavengers brote into an abandoned radiotherapy clinic and removed a teletherapy source capsule containing powdered

S^L^^eTtSd^ ShSpa' ^ ^ ^ ®"d sell as scrap
S  Showing acute signs of radiation illness with vomiting and one of the men had a swollen
SidrtmiriLr®f^ r f °"® ff"® rt'®" punctured the 1 mm thick window of the capsule, allowing the caesium

^ ®", f^® PO^'d®^ 9'owed blue in the dark, brought it back home to his family and
I. ® spread by contact contamination causing an increasing number of adverse health

oSulTSSShrlff ®f"*® '"®^® ®* ® ̂ °®P^' ®"'^ P™P®^ precautions could be put intoproc^ure. By this bme 249 people were contaminated. 151 exhibited both external and internal contamination of which 20
people were seriously ill and 5 people died "" w^iiwrninaiion or wnicn
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The Goiania incident to some extent predicts ttie contamination pattern if it Is not Immediately realized that tte exp^ion
spread radioactive material, but also how fatal even very small amounts of ingested radioactive powder can be. This
raises worries of terrorists using powdered alpha emitting material, that if ingested can pose a serious "sk. as in
the case of deceased former K.G.B. spy Alexander Litvinenko. who either ate. drank or infixed polonium^lO. Smoky
bombs" based on alpha emitters might easily be just as dangerous as beta or gamma emitfing dirty bombs.
Main ar^le: GolSnia accident

Public perception of risks[editl
For the majority involved in an RDD incident, the radiation health risks (i.e. increased probability of developing cancer later
in life due to radiation exposure) are comparatively small, comparable to the health risk from smolar^ five packages o
cigarettes on a daily basis.''^ The fear of radiation is not always logical. Although the exposure might be minimal, many
people find radiation exposure especially frightening because it is something they cannot see or fed, and it t^^efwe
becomes an unknown source of danger. Dealing with public fear may prove the greatest challenge in case of an TOD
event."^ Policy, science and media may inform the public about the real danger and thus reduce the possible psydiologicd
and economic effects.

Statements from the U.S. government after 9/11 may have contributed unnecessarily to the public ®
When United States Attorney General John Ashcroft on June 10.2002, announced the arrest of Jos6 Padilla, alleged y
plotting to detonate such a weapon, he said:

[A] radioactive "dirty bomb" (...) spreads radioactive material that is highly toxic to humans and can cause mass death and
injury.

— Attorney GeneralJohn Ashcroft^'''

This public fear of radiation also plays a big role in why the costs of an RDD impact on a major metropolitan area (such as
lower Manhattan) might be equal to or even larger than that of the 9/11 attacks."'' A^umi^ the radiation levels a™ not tw
high and the area does not need to be abandoned such as the town of Pripyat near the Chemobyl reactor. ^ e^enave
and time consuming cleanup procedure will begin. This will mainly consist of tearing down highly ronteminated buiWii^s.
digging up contaminated soil and quickly applying sticky substances to remaining surfaces so that radoa^ve frartides
adhere before radioactivity penetrates the building materials."" These procedures are the current stete of the art
for radioactive contaminationcieanup. but some experts say that a complete cleanup of eirternal surfac^ '"L®"
current decontamination limits may not be technically feasible."" Loss of lurking hours will be vast dunng cleanup, but even
after the radiation levels reduce to an acceptable level, there might be r^idual public fear of the site including possible
unwillingness to conduct business as usual in the area. Tourist traffic is likely never to resume.

There is also a psychological warfare element to radioactive sub^noes. Visceral fear is not widdy aroused by the d^
emissions from coal burning, for example, even though a National Academy of Sciences study found this cau^s 10.000
premature deaths a year in the US population of 317,413,000. Medical errors leading to death in U.S. hospitals are
estimated to be between 44,000 and 98,000. It is "only nuclear radiafion that bears a huge psychological burden for it
cames a unique historical legacy".""

Constructing and obtaining materiai for a dirty bomb[edit]
In order for a temorist organization to construct and detonate a dirty bomb, it must acquire radioacfive m^erial. Possible
RDD material could come from the millions of radioactive sources used worldwide In the industry, for medical purpose and
in academic applicafions mainly for research.'"' Of these sources, only nine reactor produced isotopes stand out as being
suitable for radiological terror: americium-241, carifomium-252, caesium-137. cobalt-60, indium-192, plutonium-
236 polonium-210, radium-226 and strontium-90.'" and even from these it is possible that radium-226 and polonium-210 do
not o' ose a significant threat.""' Of these sources the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission has estimated tfiat within the
U S approximately one source is lost, abandoned or stolen every day of the year. Within the European Union the
estimate is 70."" There exist thousands of such "orphan" sources scattered throughout the vvorld. but of those reported lost,
no more than an estimated 20 percent can be classified as a potential high security concern if used in a
RDD."®" Especially Russia is believed to house thousands of orphan sources, wihich were lost following the collapse of
the Soviet Union. A large but unknown number of these sources probably belong to the high security risk rategory.
Noteworthy are the beta emitting strontium-90 sources used as radioisotope thermoelectric generators for bacons in
lighthouses in remote areas of Russia."" In December 2001. three Georgian woodcutters stumbled over such a power
generator and dragged it back to their camp site to use it as a heat source. Within hours they suffered from acute rotation
sickness and sought hospital treatment The Intemation^ Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) later stated that it contairied
approximately 40 kllocuries (1.5 PBq) of strontium."^ equivalent to the amount of radioartivity released immediatdy after
the Chernobyl accident (though the total radioactiwty release from Chernobyl was 2500 times greater at around 100 MCi
(3,700 PBq)"").

Although a terrorist organization might obtain radioacfive material through the "black market","" and thwe has been a
steady increase in illicit trafficking of radioactive sources from 1996 to 2004. these recorded trafficking incidents mainly refer
to rediscovered orphan sources without any sign of criminal acfivity."' and it has been argued ttiat there is no conclusive
evidence for such a market."" In addition to the hurdles of obtaining usable radioactive material, there are several conflicting
requirements regarding the properties of the material the terrorists need to take into consideration: First, the source should
be "sufficiently" radioactive to create direct radiological damage at the explosion or at least to perform societal damage or

.• M -I «aM4U in r\rAfAAt tiiA nektrltAt hilt nnt SA ITkllAh thjlt it
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will be too heavy to maneuver. Third, the source should be sufficiently dispersible to effectively contaminate the area around
the explosion."®^ '

An example of a worst-case scenario is a terror organization possessing a source of very highly radioactive material, e.g. a
^rontium-90 thermal generator, with the ability to create an incident comparable to the Chernobyl accident. Although the
detonation of a dirty btmb using such a source might seem terrifying, it would be hard to assemble the bomb and transport
it M^out severe radiation damage and possible death of the perpetrators involved. Shielding the source effectively would
make it almost impossible to transport and a lot less effective if detonated.

Due to the three constraints of making a dirty bomb, RDDs might still be defined as "high-tech" weapons and this is probably
why they have not been used up to now.'®" f r

Possibility of terrorist groups using dirty bombsfedit]
The present ass^ment of the possibility of terrorists using a dirty bomb is based on cases involving ISIS. This is because
the a^pts by tfiis group to acquire a dirty bomb coming to light in all forms of media, in part due to the attention this group
received for their involvement in the London bridge attack.

On 8 May 2002, Jos§ Padilla (a.k.a. Abdulla al-Muhajir) was arrested on suspicion that he was an Al-Qaeda terrorist
This suspicion was raised by information obtained from an arrested top Al-

'!?• Zubaydah, who under interrogation revealed that the organization was dose toconstructing a dii^ bomb. Although Padilla had not obtained radioactive material or explosives at the time of arrest law
evidence that he was on reconnaissance for usable radioactive material and possible

a  ̂0"''ted whether Jos§ Padilla was preparing such an attack, and it has been daimedthat the arrest was highly politically motivated, given the pre-9/11 security lapses by the CIA and FBI.*®"

against Jos6 Padilla were dropped. Although there was no hard evidence for Al-Qaeda possessing a
dirty bomb there is a broad agreement that Al-Qaeda poses a potential dirty bomb attack threaP' because they need to

®  .'I"®,?® ^*^® ®"'®® winning the war against terror.^ A further concern is the
w  r are prepared to die flying airplanes into building, it is also conceivable that they areprep^^ to ̂ eit their hv^ building dirty bombs".'®' If this would be the case, both the cost and complexity of any

Ew perpetrator to survive long enough to both build the bomb and carry out the attack,

fiSi?f ®"®9®^ ''®^® ®'®'® Guantanamo captive Binyam Mohammed hasextraordirary rendition, and that his confession of a role in the plot was coerced through

tlrtZti pqpil® ®°i'® ®oce^rough the American and United Kingdom legal systems to provide evidence he was
Wc aiSoH r,!? rommission prosecutors continue to maintain the plot was real, and charged Binyam for
EfSt dmonton ^ ^ P^o^e the Charge and

f  proceedings. US District Court Judge Emmet G. Sullivan insisted that the
?^®^ evidence that justified the dirty bomb charge, and admonished United States

SSErwere'w^tml?'^'^ dropping the charge "raises serious questions in this courfs mind about whether those
London pleaded guilty of conspiring to murder innocent people vrithin the United

butidS to"th« n ^ radioactive dirty bomb. He planned to target underground car parks within the UK and
®® *.^® 'nterriational Monetary Fund, World Bank buildings in Washington D.C., the New YorkStock Ex^ange, Citigroup buildings and the Prudential Rnancial buildings in Newark, New Jersey. He also faces 12 other

P""'® ""'®®"®®- seven charges of making a record of information for terroristr^arg^ of possessing a record of information for terrorist purposes. Experts say if the plot to use the
dirty bomb was carried out it would have been unlikely to cause deaths, but was designed to affect about 500 people.""^

I  U f®POrt<^®®<*iPe«'.<f'e results of a search of the Maine home of James G. Cummings, a whiteupremacist who had been shot and killed by his wife. Investigators found four one-gallon containers of 35 percent

wS'SeSui^ rfri hoJt""!; PO**<^®^- beryllium, boron, black iron oxide and magnesium as
® I f i information about cesium-137. strontium-90 and cobalt-60, radioactivematenals. Officials confirmed the veracity of the report but stated that the public was never at risk.'''®'

nw«t' ft®®""!?' ®®""®® ^"rraine announced the arrest of a legislator and two businessmen from the Ternopil
®»'"9 0P®'a«e" was 3.7 kilograms of what was claimed by the suspects during the saleP^eriium-239, used mostly in nuclear reactors and nuclear weapons, but was determined by experts to be

probably a "widely used" radioactive material which is commonly used in amounts of less than 1 milligram

ITwIlhml ®f®^ ® ^ suspects reportedly wanted US$10 million for the material,
UkralnJ^a «««=«'«» So,l« Unta ana amngglad into
In July 2014, ISIS militants seized 88 pounds (40 kg) of uranium compounds from Mosul University. The material was
unennched and so could not be used to build a conventional fission bomb, but a dirty bomb is a theoretical possibility.
However, uranium s relatively low radioactivity makes it a poor carKlidate for use in a dirty bomb.'*®""'''
Little is known alMut civil preparedness to respond to a dirty bomb attack. The Boston Marathon appeared to many to be a
a!!!? 1^" "^'®''®'' use of a dirty bomb as a terrorist weapon.'*^ However, the bombing attack that occurred onApril 15. 2013 did not involve use of dirtv bomt>s. Anv radinlnnioal tasHnn nr i
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the attack were either conducted sub rosa or not at all. Also, there was no official dirty bomb "all d^"
administration. Massachusetts General Hospital had. apparently under their own disaster plan, issued instructions
emergency room to be prepared for Incoming radiation poisoning cases.
Terrorist organizations may also capitalize on the fear of radiation to create weapons of mass disruption rather th^
weapons of mass destruction. A fearful public response may In Itself accomplish the goals of a
publSty or destabilize sodety.'^" Even simply stealing radioactive materials may trigger a panic rraction
public SimS a small-scale release of radioacUve materials or a threat of such a release may be
a terror attack Particular concern Is directed towards the medical sector and healthcare sites which are
wSeran conventional licensed nudear sltes".'^'' Opportunistic attacks may range to
treatment Involve radioactive materials. Of note Is the public reaction to the GoiSnia accident, in wrtiich over P^P'®
admitted themselves to monitoring, wihlle only 49 were admitted to hospitals. Other benefits to a terrorist OTganization of a
dirty bomb Include economic disruption In the area affeded. abandonment of affeded assets (such a buildings, subways)
due to public concern, and international publicity useful for recruitment.

Dirty bomb tests[edit] —

Israel carried out a four-year series of tests on nudear explosives to measure me effects were -hostile forces" ever to use
them against Israel, Israel's Haaretz dally newspaper reported June 8.2015.

Detection and prevention[edit] — ——

Dirty bombs may be prevented by deteding Illicit radioactive materials In shipping vxith tods such as ® ^
Monitor.'®^ Similarly, unshielded radloadlve materials may be deteded at checkpotnts IJV Ga^r ^
detectors and even Customs and Border Patrol (CBS) pager-sized radiation detectors.' Hidden matenals may alro be
deteded by x-ray Inspedion and heat emitted may be picked up by Infrared detedors. Such devices, howewr, may

S  transporting niatartals arposs angnartled stretcl»s of ooastlira or other tnirtsn t»rtlar araas."
One proposed method lor deteoting shieldedDlrtyBomlKis Nanosecond J^rm ̂alirsfe 1"^';"' *"
the detection d explosives and hazardous chemicals. NNA Is also applicable to fissile materids. determine r^at
chemicals are oresent In an investigated device by analyzing emitted y-emlsslon neutrons and a-partides creat^ ®S?fnrsS^ g^T^ system re.^ the temporal and spatial di^ac^t ot -ha
Within separate 3D regions."®" A prototype dirty-bomb detedlon device created with NNA is demonstrat^ to be able to
deted uranium from behind a 5 cm-thick lead wall.'®" Other radloadlve material detedors
and Identification (RAID) and Sensor for Measurement and Analysis of Radiation Transients, both developed by Sandia
National Laboratories.'®®'

The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) recommends certain devices be used In tandem at country bord^ to
prevent transfer of radloadlve materials, and thus the building of dirty bombs.^ They define the four mam 9®®'^^®^'®*'°"
detection Instruments as detedlon. verification, assessment and localization, and identifiration as a means to escalate a
potential radiological situation. The IAEA also defines the following types of instruments:

•  Pocket-Type Instruments: these instruments provide a low-power, mdille option to detedlon that allows for a^"*y
officers to passively scan an area for radioactive materials. These devices should be easily wwn. should have
threshold of three times normal radiation levels, and should have a long battery life - over 800 hours.

.  Handheld Instruments: these Instruments may be used to deted all ty^ of radiation wdohim fis
used to search specific targets flexibly. These Instruments should aim for ease of use and speed, ideally weighing less
thsin 2 kg and being able to make measurements In less titan a second.

.  Fixed. Installed Instruments: these instruments provide a continuous, automatic detection ®^®y^®^"
pedestrians and vehldes that pass through. To work effedlvely pedestrians and vehides should be led dose to the
detedors. as performance Is diredly related to range.

Legislative and regulatory actions can also be used to prevent access to materials needed to ̂ eate a
include the 2006 U.S. Dirty Bomb Bill, the Yucca Rats proposal, and the Nunn-Lungar act. ®2J
restrldions of radloadlve materials may provide security for materials In vulnerable pnvate-se<^
In the medical sedor where such materials are used for treatments.'^ Suggestions for increased security include isolation of
materials In remote locations and strid limitation of access.

One way to mitigate a major effed of a radiological weapons may also be to educate the public on the nature of redio^ve
materials. As one of the major concerns of a dirty bomb Is the public panic proper edi^tion P"»^® ®
measure.'^ Education on radiation Is considered by some to be "the most negleded issue related to radiological
terrorism".'*"

Personal safety[edit]

See Acute radiation syndrome

The Dirty Bomb Fad Sheet from FEMA states that the main danger of a dirty bomb comes from the initial blast rather than
the radloadlve materlalsl®" To mitigate the risk of radiation exposure, however. FEMA suggests the following guidelines:
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Covering the mouth/hose writh cloth to reduce risk of breathing in radioactive materials.
Avoiding touching materials touched by the explosion.
Quickly relocating inside to shield from radiation.
Remove and pack up clothes. Keep clothes until instructed by authorities hovif to dispose of them.
Keep radioactive dust outside.

Remove all dust possible by showering with soap and water.
Avoid taking potassium iodide, as it only prevents effects from radioactive iodine and may instead cause a dangerous
reaction. ^

Other uses of the termrediti
historically to refer to certain types of nuclear weapons. Due to the inefficiency of early nuclear

of oiSSTkoI" would be consumed during the explosion. Little Boy had an efficiency
I  " ® cirfferent design and a different fissile material, had an efficiency of 14%. Thus, they

?a?a?rol SThTfo?™ ^ product, which are on average much more
oniiirf fallout. Dunng the 1950s, the-e was considerable debate over whether "clean" bombs
SonfSL IS wfre often contrasted with "dirty" bombs. "Clean" bombs were often a stated goal and
almiSl of iSr nudear weapon design could create explosions which generatedalmost all of their energy in the form of nudear fusion, which does not create harmful fission products.

thermonuclear weapon produced a large amount of fallout which was
"  populations, suggested that this was not what was adually being used in modem thennonudear

secorSarv'^SB ® fissioning of the uranium tamper of thedeair^apons, other theorists noted that one could make a nudear weapon
.rrT^^ ^ ^ ® material, which would generate large amounts of long-lasting falloutwhen irradiated by the weapon core. These are known as salted bombs; a spedfic subtype often noted is a cobalt bomb.

In popular culturefeditl

I'mTFort a? 60/dffnger, both Auric Goldflnger and James Bond refer to the nudear device being smuggled
The crime drama television series Numb3rs has an episode that revolves around a dirty bomb (season 1. episode 10)

b=n,b in New Yrt on, and

b, caeefnn. tan a didy bomb and

V^hwaroopam. the plot revolves around a dirty bomb developed by scraping caesium from
oncological equipment to trigger a blast in New York City. "y »»w«tping caesium iromIn the ̂ 14 movie. Batman: Assault on Arkham. the Joker has a dirty bomb which he plans on detonating in Gotham

US^n ̂li^" Presidential debates, Ben Carson referenced dirty bombs twice when speaking on
In the June 1,2015 game by Splash Damage, Dirty Bomb, the game is played in a dirty bomb fallout area in London

®' *'® ® ® women's education conference in

[seasor5!%"iiSe^' ®®"®® ^®® ®" ®P'®«'®
In the 2006 movie Right At Your Door multiple dirty bombs are detonated in Los Angeles.

DetSit^^® °"® '^® ®"'''"S® ® character setting off a dirty bomb in southern
•  o" WorW wJf °"® ^® ^®® '^®" "y ® d'rty bomb during the end

See alsoteditl

•  Lists of nuclear disasters and radioactive Incidents
•  Nuclear warfare

•  Radiation hormesis

•  Radiation poisoning
•  Nuclear weapon design
•  Depleted uranium

•  Gammator
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•  1968 Thule Air Base B-52 crash

•  German nuclear energy project
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Exhibit F - Steemit post, "Short Bus Physics With Quinn and J.Go"

https://steemitcom/truth/@steveouttrim/short-bus-physics-with-quinn-and-j-go

Short Bus Physics With Quinn and
J.Go

steveouttrim (57) in tru^» last year

So I was watching the latest casino update from the //clownsource team, and there
were a few things I wanted to bring your attention to.

I think J.Go does the graphics himself, in his last show with Charles Qrtel about
Pirates of the Caribbean he said tg csthetruth was a one-man team. In this one he is
making Quinn look like a bobble-headed court jester, which is an interesting
message in itself. #sendbitcoin.

It's not clear why Quinn always has to meet J.Go in casinos. Maybe they're still hot
on the trail of secret bitcoin mining from the poker machines, chasing down the truth
like George Webb chasing Uzbeki Uranium Truckers at crack houses with Task Bar.

Of course, last time Quinn and J.Go hung out in a casino, it didn't end well.

The #cstMriiUi team went from DirtxBomb faise alarms shutting down ports, to
instructions for how to build a weapon of mass destruction in your home and target it
through walls at your neighbors.

Why? Because, ̂ ddanoo and^r davca^n, allegedly. Who knows what is really
going on, AR^ LARlAAolvijlgjlu/.zl^ crowclsoujTing^ or setting the
real //truth mo\'cment up for a big fall?

Quinn's show with Jason had a number of things worthy of correction.
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Short Bus Physics

The first thing was his ideas about physics. Basically, the world is like a bus, and if
more people get on the bus, the velocity (careful, don't say speed!) of the bus slows
down. So we need to depopulate the earth or leave it, because too many people are
affecting the earth's rotation.

School Play did a great job already:

Here's another way to look at it.

a)The weiuht of the is 5,972,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 kg
b)The number of humans on the earth is 7,595,413,980
c)The average weight of a human is 62 kg (137 lbs)

So the weight of the humans on the earth \sbxc = 470,915,666,760 kg

Do you notice anything about that result? (other than the kinda creepy 666 in there)

There are a LOT less commas in it. In fact, expressed as a percentage, the weight of
humans is 0.0000000000079% of the weight of the earth.

Is this enough to cause a problem for the velocity of the earth? The weight of
the world's largest concrete structure, the Three Gorges Dam in China, and the water
in its reservoir is already much greater than this, concentrated in one location on the
planet, and elevated above sea levels. All things that elementary physics suggests
will affect the earth's rotation more than humans scattered like ants (in fact, there is
even scientific argument that the weight of
weight of all the humaus).

So this actually happened already, diverting this huge body of water into one spot
did slow the earth's rotation. And guess what: we're fine. For the weight of the
world's humans to affect the earth's rotation as much as this dam, not only would we
need to be all in one place at one time, but there would need to be 629,032,258,064
of us - 82.8 times as many people.
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All the oil that has been extracted since 18S0 is 135 billion tonnes, or

135,000,000,000,000,000 kg. [Source: Scitiencc

This is 0.0000000023% of the earth's weight It is about a fifth of the weight of all
the water and concrete in the Three Gorges Dam. Moving all the oil that has ever
been extracted into one place would not cause any problems on the earth.

SIRI is Not An AI

According to Quinn, SIRI is not AI. SIRI came from SRI - the Stanford Research
institute. It is the commercial product result of decades of research into Artificial
Intelligence, including the largest Artificial Intelligence Project in histoiy. Believe
Quinn and his theories of neutrino-based quantum computing networks that you
communicate with on cordless phones at the 5 Mhz spectrum because they are
chatbots, or believe the Stanford Research Institute and Stanford Artificial
Intelligence Laboratory that built the thing and ran the project with DARPA and the
military for the many decades of its development.

Quinn's idea of #SiRl^S appears to be another thing he has come up with
spontaneously, that is not backed by any detail or research. SIRI's parent company is
called SlRi. Inc.

Tyler is a Secret Socieiy Term

Quinn admitted that //t \ l eu , the ARG he is playing as part of Project MAYHEM,
was a term from the Freemasons.

This part is true, as I exposed in some detail in ShiLdo^HMpJXPJlBi^^ 7.
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A bunch of occult sorcery shit. Quinn admits to many of his connections into this
world, if his missing eyebrow/Sith Lord glamor wasn't clue enough.

It's amazing the way these clowns can fully reveal the method. Quinn frequently
explains to the audience how he is playing them, J.Go is so confused it usually goes
over his head, but even he was struggling in this episode.

Believe these people at your peril.
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Exhibit G - Steemit Votes

https://steemit.com/truth/@steveouttr{m/short-bus-physics-with-quinn-and-i-go
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Exhibit H - Queen Tut Spills The Beans

https: / /www.voutube.com/watch?v=N IGOlnlUVUM

= @Rraniam queen tut spills the lieans

'  :
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■  ■

CryptoBea§tfry6^:-4^
Queen Tut Spills.tfiC/Beansy. ̂

►  H ■<) ■ ■ • -

CryptoBeast #16 - Queen Tut Spills The Beans
3,141 views

I7v

S C Q O sQ

C> • ifc ^'25 /♦ SHARE

CryptoBeast
Published cn29 Nov 201S

Queen TUt was an insider at Crowisource the TrutK She reveals the tancted web of people
connected to a proven FBI infomwirt, manjpulattag fWTOtiww on YouTUbe » a sopWslieatid foim
of psydMtlofifcal opeialions.

Follow Queen Tut on TWrtlen htips7/twlttef.com/ITNJFraud)

TreOo Board {Robert David Stede, Roger Stone, Jerome Corst Jason Goodman):
httpsy/trello.com/b/WT7HKV4G/copy

TreOo Board (Robert 0«rfd Sleefe Moccoby. oPizzagate): hitps7/uello.com/b/kFq5XoU/kod3

Further dscusston on my blog:
htips7/bumef$.me/201 B/12/03/in$an8-...

Steve Outtrim:

Twitter httpsTrtwitter.com/steveouttnm
Steemit https7/$tcemit.ccm/@>stcveouttrim
Youtube https://Youtube.com/c/$teveouttrirRcry...
Fscebodc htips^/faceboolLccm/steveouttrim
Blog: https7/bumers.me

ANALYTICS EDIT VIDEO
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Exhibit I Aerocine article with Goodman as CEO
https;//www.atacarnetcom/about-us/news/aerocine-introduces-high-quality-aerial-
cinematographv-world-ata-camei-s

Aerocine(now Aerobo) Introduces Hlgh-
Quailty Aerial Cinematography to the
World with ATA Garnets
O @ 03 □ CS

May 14, 2014

Banington, IL - Wearing vibrant orange
shoes and trendy glasses, Brian Streem
looks like he could launch himself and
hover over the crowd to get an
unforgettable shot Fantasy aside,
young filmmaker Streem, Director of
Business Development and his
partners, Jason Goodman, CEO, & Jeff
Brink, Founder/Director of Flight
Operations at AeroCine (now Aerobo),
have launched the next best thing: a
micro aerial cinematography company
that moves professional cinema
cameras, including 3-D, in a way no one
ever had ever done before, without
sacrificing quality.

The founders have traveled the world to
source the best parts for their aerial
equipment and are now operating two
drones. The drones, traveling under
carnet abroad, are available for rent
worldwide along with a 3-person team:
pilot, camera operator and aircraft
technician.

We connected with Streem at the sUSB Expo (Small Unmanned Systems Business Expo aka the
Silicon Valley Drone Show) in San Francisco last week and talked with him about the new venture
introduced to the British Film Institute in March of 2014. AeroCine Is using heavy lift micro copters
and RED EPIC cameras to get extended range and high quality. They are the first in the world to
fly stereoscopic RED EPIC cameras using the most powerful micro hexacopter available.
According to Streem. the key to success Is the remote pilot With tens of thousands of dollars at
risk in the flying equipment an experienced pilot controlling the drone is the difference between
a beautiful shot, safely captured and a large insurance claim.

AeroCine. by definition. Is a global venture due to the lack of FAA regulations on commercial use
of drones in the U.S. They have taken their aerial cameras to France, Slovenia, U.A.E., Sweden
and Ukraine so far for projects and using 2 ATA Carnets they have been able to clear customs
without paying import duties and taxes. Original footage shot at Chernobyl promises to deliver a
perspective on the area and nuclear accident that has yet to be seen. The AeroCine team is
poised to produce a documentary film from this revolutionary footage.
18 minute YouTube video from the AeroCine CEO, Jason Goodman.
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Exhibit! - Goodman Presentation as CEO of Aerocine
https://www.voutube.com /watch?v=Uvl bf29Mvw
<- CO© hitps:/Awww.youtube.coni/watch?v=UvLbf29Myw

Search

Jaso

present to you this is controiiing the
Pov/erPoint so 1 am the CEO of arrow cine

AeroC[ne@3DCS2014

1,117 views

3DCreativeSiintmit
Published on 14 Apr 2014

> • ife 6 6 > SHARE 5=+ SAVE ..

SUBSCRIBED 149 A

Jason Goodman of 21 st Century 3D will introduce AeroClne a new micro aenal cinematography
company that is the first in the world to fly stereoscopic RED EPIC cameras.

Cdt^ory Fllni & Animation
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Exhibit K - Jason Goodman speaks fluent Russian

https: //vimeo.com /:^n5092967

CO a https;//vimeo.coni/305092967

VUWCO Manage videos V Watch v Features v stock new Upgrade

tlli tvisT-d.

ill ::

Goodman Speaking Fluent Russian
Confronts Fellow 'Operative'
3 months ago More

Q CIA Love

>101 c> 0 ^0 <p 0

S ̂To™ aI" " operatives. He is the trademark owner

Jason Goodman: From Russia with Love

medium.com^jhohijdsonreport/ia3on-goodman-from-russia-with-loue-2c26cla55f436
insane in the Ukraine: J.Go Like You've Never Seen Him Before [UPDATES]

'^'lg:gJie/2ai8/J2/03jjnsano-^-lho-ukraine-|-qo-liko-yoove-nover-scend
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Exhibit L - Jason Goodman instructions on modifying a household microwave to make
improvised directed energy weapons

https: / /www.voutube.com /watch?v=TElXti3MEcY

CO # https://vi(WW.voutube.com/watch?v=TEJXti3MEcY&t=2s

jason goodman microwave weapon

How to Make a Homemade Microwave Weapon Jason Goodman

353 views > • i# ' ̂'2 SHARE -+ SAVE
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Exhibit M - Microwave Weapons of Mass Destruction
https;//www.fifthdomain.com/dod/2018/12/20/are-cvber-weapons-siniilar-to-wmds-dod-
wants-to-know/

Are cyber weapons similar to WMDs?
DoD wants to know
By: Mark Pomerieau December 20, 2018

weapons ofmass tfesfrucfort. (CkJurtesyofR^/theon)

The Department of Defense is interested in exploring the relationship between
cyber and weapons of mass destruction.

In a call for papers requested by the Defense Threat Reduction Agency, the Air
Force's Institute for National Security Studies, in support of the Project on
Advanced Systems and Concepts for Countering Weapons of Mass Destruction,
wants an analysis defining the scope and exploration of the cyberwarfare-
weapons of mass destruction nexus and implications this has for the counter-
WMD mission.

The call for research papers raises offensive cyber weapons to a level on par with
other WMDs.

The notice was first reported by Quartz.

The traditional definition of WMDs — which has included nuclear, biological,
chemical, radiological and, in some applications, enhanced hig^-ejqjlosive
weapons - does not include recent advancements in nonkinetic weapons of mass
effect and destruction, the call for papers states.

Rather, the notice contends, the e3q)anded spectrum includes dazzling and
blinding weapons, ultrasonics, directed energy weapons and offensive cyber
warfare.

Cyber capabilities could be considered on par with WMDs because they can
corrupt or destroy critical mffastructure, such as power grids or transportation;
compromise large data sets, such as health or banking; corrupt confidence in data
sets, such as GPS signals; and be leveraged to orchestrate widespread
disinfoimation campaigns utilizing social media platfonns, the notice states.
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Adversaries have used some or all of the elements of offensive cyber in the past
decade, according to the notice.

"These operations are becoming increasingly sophisticated in nature, and steadily
more integrated into adversary military doctrine, strategies, plans and operations
that already incorporate and integrate conventional and unconventional weapons,
to include WMD," it states. "These developments necessitate an assessment of the
potential nexus between offensive cyber operations and WMD and the
implications of this interrelationship for the Countering WMD (CWMD) mission,
which is one of DTRA's missions."

Audit finds cvber vulnerabilities in US mis-sile defense system

A Defense Department Inspector General report raises more questions ̂ outthe military's
shoddy cybersecurity.

By: Geoff Zl^lewlcz

Cyber capabilities and nuclear weapons have a complicated history among serious
cyber experts and strategists as cyber has emerged as a ubiquitous element within
society and government, as well as an increasing threat.

Some strategists have maintained that using the nuclear deterrence paradigm is
an appropriate way to look at cyber. Others, however, strongly disagree.

According to a current U.S. official, starting from nuclear models for assessing risk
and deterrence in the cyber domain has led the community in the wrong direction.

Speaking at a conference earlier this year under a non-attnbution policy, the
official noted that the difference between the nuclear discussion and cyber is how
targets are held at risk.

In the nuclear arena, adversaries have a common understanding of the nuclear
stockpiles of others and their risks. Adversaries' knowledge of how they're being
held at risk has a limited application in their ability to isolate themselves from
harm, the official said.

The cyber domain, however, is much murkier. What's required to hold an
adversarial system at risk in cyber depends on access gained to their system by
exploiting vulnerabilities, then persisting in that environment undetected to
deliver an effect, the official said. Thus, it is difficult to articulate to an adversary
how they are held at risk in this environment without tipping them off to the
vulnerabilities being exploited, which, of course, can be patched.
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The proposal asks for research examining, among other things, how adversaries
might use offensive cyber in the following ways:

• To improve effectiveness and lethality of their WMD arsenals;
•  To degrade U.S. and allied defenses against WMDs;
• To degrade U.S. deterrence strategies or posture to improve their
own strategies or posture; and

• As a substitute for "traditional" WMDs.

See also: httDs://fas.org/irp/threat/WEAPMA5;S PnF
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Exhibit N - Defendant Goodman's Association With Bryan Singer

Web page saved by the Internet Archive's Wayback Machine
https://web.archive.Org/web/20161207102124/httD://www.21stcenturv3d.com/production/
films/

1 ihnp://www.2 lsiccmury3d.coRi/prcduction/fi!ms/ Dli, JAN
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21st Century 3D is recognized worldwide as an innovator in stereoscopic 3D feature film production techniques and technology.

X-Men: Days of Future Past (3D). (2014)

, if;"

Bryan Singer remains one of the few auteur directors who insists on the quality of native stereoscopic photography rather than 20 to
3D conversion in post production. Toward this end, New Deal Studios brought on 21st Century 3D to photograph visual effects
elements for the blockbuster X-Men: Days of Future Past. Amazing volumetric explosions, bullet hits and fire effects were just a few
of the numerous elements shot with the 8XS 3D rig. CEO Jason Goodman served as visual effects unit stereographer.
Check X-Men; Days ef Future Past at IMDB
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